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EDITOR’S LETTER
Welcome back to another issue of The
Rowling Library. We are sorry for the delay
- but our Muggle obligations have taken
over our lives more than we expected! This
has been something common in the past
issues, but we promise we are trying our
best to release the new magazines as soon
as possible each month :-)
June has arrived and with it, the FIFA World
Cup. It is worth noticing this because last
time, in 2014, Jo Rowling published some
reports of the Quidditch World Cup 2014
in “real time”, which took place near the
FIFA World Cup (while the FIFA took place
in Brazil, the Quidditch World Cup took
place in Argentina). We were expecting
something similar this time, but Jo hasn’t
delivered anything yet.
This issue’s theme (not on purpose) is
theories. We have an article about the
upcoming film, mainly based in the

COLLABORATED ON THIS ISSUE
BELÉN SALITURI + IBID + S.P. SIPAL

covers of related books to “The Crimes of
Grindelwald”. Also, we wrote a piece on
Delphi and how she could be connected
to the original seven stories, and some
details and possible ideas about Jim Kay’s
work on the illustrated edition of Goblet of
Fire, to be published next year.
We hope you enjoy this number, as always,
and see you next month!
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Comic by Franzi. You can visit her Tumblr Page where you can find more Harry Potter comics:
floccinaucinihilipilificationa.tumblr.com
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FANTASTIC
FANTASTIC HINTS

HINTS
S. P. SIPAL

constellations in the French Ministry?

On May 30th, Pottermore revealed the cover
for the upcoming screenplay for Crimes of
Grindelwald. And I have to say, they have
really upped their game! Not only is the cover,
designed by the film’s graphic artists,MinaLima,
a beautiful work of art, but there are so many
details! So much to speculate on.

The Lock and Key

The Magical Zodiac

At the center of the cover are a lock and possibly
its key. The lock is the same as one posted earlier
on the film’s Twitter site, @FantasticBeasts,
with the NF referring to Nicolas Flamel. But
the key, if that’s what it is, looks quite different.
Although Pottermore referred to it as “a piece
of jewellery,” to me, it looks a bit like a wand.

Pottermore asked how many clues we could
spot. But my question is, where to start first?
One of the first things that jumped out at me
were the background of stars that seem to
be everywhere! Could these be hints at the
magical zodiac we saw decorating the ceiling
of the French Ministry of Magic? The first film’s
screenplay cover had stars, too. But these on
the new cover seem to have more of a pattern.
Is it possible that some of them could match the

In fact, it reminds me of one we saw
BrontisJodorowsky, aka Nicolas Flamel himself,
holding in a photo he posted online. When
fans speculated, me included, that it might be
Flamel’s wand, Jodorowsky denied it. But it
does seem odd that in the picture he posted, he
appears to be pointing to the wand pointing to
Flamel’s sign, doesn’t it? I’ve also heard others
saying that the “piece of jewellery” looks like a
vial that holds memories, which would also be
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intriguing.

Then, when a Death Eater, possibly Rabastan
Lestrange, Bellatrix’s brother-in-law, fell into
it, his head changed into a baby then back to
adult, over and over. Interesting that we have
this connection to the Lestranges as well as
time. In my video series on YouTube, I’ve found
numerous other hints at time manipulation in
Fantastic Beasts.
La Marianne
There’s only one human face on the screenplay
cover, shown in a duplicate mirror image in
the bottom half. The woman pictured is from
a leaked French Ministry of Magic flyer or
pamphlet, which was first spotted by us, The
Rowling Library. We confirmed with a source
connected to the film that the woman pictured
is a nod to Marianne, a symbol of the French
Republic. Marianne, in turn, may be a nod to
Athena, especially in this helmeted pose.

Curious thing about the golden-helmeted
Pallas Athena – she was the muse of Francis
Bacon, an Elizabethan philosopher, statesman,
and scientist, who some believe to have been
a Rosicrucian. There are several possible links
between Pallas Athena, Shakespeare, and hidden
knowledge or secret societies, and there have
The Philosopher’s Stone
been hints of a secret society for the upcoming
film. However, this depiction of Marianne is
The lock and key are directly under what must be probably just meant to imply the key role of the
the Philosopher’s Stone, which, knowing Flamel French Ministry of Magic.
is in the story, should come as no surprise.
What is surprising, however, is that it seems to The Beasts
be stored under a Bell Jar. This type of jar that
holds a vacuum is commonly associated with Now, let’s talk about all the animals. The first
scientific experiments, so it could be just an ones that caught my attention are the cats at
allusion to Flamel’s alchemy lab, which reports the bottom. Surely these are the Wampus Cats
say was shown in a trailer shown at CinemaCon. mentioned in the trailer shown at CinemaCon.
But another possibility intrigues me as well.
One attendee said the cats were not fully
developed yet, but seemed large and menacing.
We’ve seen a bell jar in the Wizarding World These on the screenplay cover look rather cute,
universe before, in the Time Room of the but they do hold a central place, which may
Department of Mysteries in The Order of indicate a substantial role.
the Phoenix. It held an egg that turned into
a hummingbird and then back into an egg. At the very bottom of the cover, are shown what
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either a phoenix or a dragon. Maybe this is the
decisive clue.
The Eiffel Tower
But then look here at the Eiffel Tower image at
the snout of the beast. Doesn’t it look like the
Tower has sprouted wings? I’ve seen speculation
that it’s a highly stylized phoenix spreading its
wings. However, Suvi Holm, a fan from Finland,
posted a comment in response to my video on
this subject saying that the bird image looks
to her like the double eagle on the crest of
must be the Oni, a Japanese being similar to an
ogre or troll. In the teaser trailer for Crimes of
Grindelwald, they were depicted in a poster
hanging outside the Circus Arcanus tent.
Up in the very top corners, left and right, are
animals drawn closely together. The bottom
ones seem very much like Thestrals. Which
could just be a hint at Grindelwald’s escape. With
snout-like tendrils, the top could be dragons.
But notice the shape when you put the two
together. Doesn’t it seem a bit like a seahorse?
Or perhaps a Hippocampus? As I showed in a
video, there is a woman wearing a seahorse
hairpiece in the ballroom scene of the teaser
trailer, and seahorses in the bottom part of the
magical zodiac of the French Ministry of Magic.
Could these point to the newly announced
character Melusine, whose name is related to a
French mermaid legend?
The Dragon!

Durmstrang. If you look closely, you’ll notice
there seem to be two beaks, left and right. Could
this image be linked to Grindelwald?
There’s another part of the Eiffel Tower that has
really captured my attention. Look at the Tower
standing on top of the two cats. Altogether,
doesn’t it look like a bottle? To be more specific,
a genie bottle with the well, the neck, and the
stopper? Ever since the character Yusuf Kama
has been announced, I’ve been wondering if
Rowling might venture into some Muslim magic
and introduce a Jinn (genie). Could Kama be a
Jinn, or have connections with any? My theory
may be pushing it a bit, but there’s definitely
something going on with this Eiffel Tower
imagery beyond the norm.

There screenplay cover holds several serpentine
images. And to me, these all come together
in the face of an Asian-style dragon staring
straight at us. Check the highlighted image
below. Can you make out the eyes, the snout,
its tendrils, and the back wings? This harkens
to a commentDavid Yates made right after the
first film released about a new Chinese beast
in the second film. Fans have speculated about The Symbols
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Aside from the animals, there are symbols.
Starting at the top is a skull image most online
are calling the Dark Mark. It definitely looks
similar and probably is. However, I have doubts.
When you examine it closely, the snake-like
object is not coming from the mouth, but rather
below the chin, almost like a spinal cord. And
there are some curious marks on the top of the
skull that caught my attention. Has someone
been cutting into this person’s head?

they suffered from an Obscurus? And if so, are
they related to Credence? Perhaps the missing
father? And if that’s the case, is that what the
snake image hints at, an escaping Obscurus,
like we saw more controlled from Credence
on top of that building with the Maledictus in
the trailer? And finally, could this skull image,
even if not a Dark Mark, have led to it? Is there
something in Credence and his Obscurus that
inspired Voldemort and his followers with the
Dark Mark later?

I’m wondering if they could have been
trepanned, boring into the skull to let out evil Next, look at the layout of symbols. At the
demons or spirits. And if so, was it because top is the Obscurus or Dark Mark, then the
Philosopher’s Stone in the middle, and finally the
Deathly Hallows at the bottom. But the Deathly
Hallows is a bit different. The wand is pointing
down whereas it usually points up. Why is that?
Mea J. a Fantastic Beasts fan who posted in
response to my video on this subject, did some
excellent research and discovered that a sword
pointing down is “the image of the warrior after
the battle, sword down, surrounded by the
bodies of the dead. Far from being naive, he’s
gifted with knowledge most of us would never
want to aquire. He knows the cost of victory.”
(http://alexbledsoe.com/2012/06/04/swordup-vs-sword-down/) Could this downward
wand hint that a major battle has been fought?
Even though we know there is more to come?
Putting the three symbols together, though,
it seems to me the cover is saying something.
At the end of Harry Potter, it was Horcruxes
versus Deathly Hallows. Are there going to be
three vying powers at play through the rest of
Fantastic Beasts? The power of the Obscurus
versus the Philosopher’s Stone versus the
Deathly Hallows?
A Knotty Problem
Finally, look at the
name. It was on the
quill and placement,
directly to Rowling.

symbol under Rowling’s
last cover too. With that
I think it’s meant to link
I’ve seen several people
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calling it a Gordian Knot, but
so many that I cannot credit
one. In the first edition of my
book,Fantastic Secrets Behind
Fantastic Beasts, I talked
about the Gordian Knot and
its significance to Ilvermorny
as something that may play a
role in the series. As the Knot
symbolizes cutting through a
complex problem by thinking
differently, it seems fitting
to me that Rowling would
take it as a personal emblem.
And that the mighty quill is
essentially what is untying the
knot.
Summary
Overall,
besides
being
absolutely gorgeous, I think
this cover reveals or highlights
a couple of new key details.
One, the Philosopher’s Stone
is going to be critical. And
two, there be dragons! Also,
three, hopefully, I think we
may meet up with some Jinn!
What other clues did you
catch?
S.P. Sipal is the author of
Fantastic Secrets Behind
Fantastic Beasts: The Video
Book, and A Writer’s Guide
to Harry Potter. She has
analyzed JK Rowling’s adept
use of clues and subtext
since Harry Potter fever fist gripped
fandom and has spoken at many writing and
fan conferences. Join her and other Wizarding
World fans on her popular YouTube channel,
BeastChaser.com, where together they seek out
all the clues to Rowling’s newest creation. You
can follow her on Twitter too: @HP4Writers and
visit her official website.
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WHAT YEAR IS IT?
Just looking at the picture of J.K. Rowling, can you identify in what year it was taken?
The solution at the bottom of the page.

Solution: 2002. (J.K. Rowling at the Harry Potter and the Chamber of Secrets Premiere)
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VERITASERUM:
A TIME TURNER OF THE FANDOM

A FANSITE FROM THE PAST
In times were the GIFs were not popular (and
much harder to create), a fansite decided to
change that and became an online Daily Prophet
with moving pictures. This was in 2006, when
Veritaserum.com (now extinct) updated its
layout with animated images, something new in
the Harry Potter Fandom.

If you were online when the books were not
published, you knew Veritaserum.com. It was
one of the fastest websites out there to publish
the latest news. Created by Matthew Vines,
from Kansas, United States, the site became
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THE BATTLE OF HOGWARTS

popular not only because its speed to spread
the latest updates about Harry Potter and J.K.
Rowling, but also because of its professional
designs that attracted a lot of visitors - in fact,
it got more than 50.000 unique visitors per day
on its greatest times.
But Veritaserum (Let the truth be told, was its
tagline) was also one of the first websites to
publish theories about the unpublished books
- they tried to guess upcoming plot twists
based on the clues that Rowling hinted at in the
already published books. Their theories became
popular and some of them were right on what
happened later in the sixth and seventh book.
But what was totally revolutionary was the fact
that Veritaserum had a team of translators:

Veritaserum news were available in more than
ten languages: from Portuguese, to Spanish,
Italian, German, French, and more. The news
was not translated using a software, but was
transcribed from real fans who collaborated.
Veritaserum was, for many years, the central
hub for Harry Potter News.
After the release of Harry Potter and the Deathly
Hallows - Part 2, Veritaserum closed its doors,
but it will always be remembered by the fans
who surfed the internet during those years as
one of the main places to read about the most
interesting and latest news of the Wizarding
World, and even in your own language.

SUPPORT US!
A year ago, we launched a Patreon.com project for our readers. You now have
the opportunity to support The Rowling Library financially, for a small monthly
amount. This works around the world and it is very easy to set up. In exchange for
your support, the platform gives rewards. The project is presented to support the
monthly magazine - but as the team that works on the website and the magazine
is the same one, the support goes for both media: the monthly PDF you can
download for free and the website you can visit everyday where we publish the
latest exclusive news and last minute articles.
You can join the group of our awesome supporters: Kenneth Montfort, Gemma
Wallace, Elena Barnes, Veronica, Sissi Szeli, Vicky McKinley, Suzanne Lucero, and
Kelly Slack. (It may be a small group, but we aim to keep growing, we are taking
baby steps!)

Become a Patron for only $2 per month
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IS DELPHI A HORCRUX?

A HORCRUX?

to a Horcrux himself. Why? Because that means
that Voldemort’s soul wasn’t split in seven parts,
as he had planned, but in eight parts - with Harry
being the sixth Horcrux (remember that later
Voldemort created another Horcrux, Nagini).
That was one of the main reasons that allowed
Harry Potter to defeat Lord Voldemort. It is also
a connection between the night that Tom Riddle
killed Harry’s parents and tried to kill the baby
too, and the final battle. The accident which
created another Horcrux, without Voldemort
One of the main key moments from the seven knowing, is a crucial part in the intricate puzzle
Harry Potter books was when Voldemort that J.K. Rowling developed in the whole arc.
discovers that Harry Potter is something similar
Harry Potter and the Cursed Child - Part 1 & 2
arrived on Broadway and it seems it has some
changes from its London version. The fans
who were lucky enough to see both shows (the
American and the European version) noticed
a few differences. The most interesting report
notes that, in Broadway, Harry Potter, played by
Jamie Parker, says that “Delphi is the ultimate
Horcrux”. Is that possible, and how does it affect
the original story?
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The existence of another Horcrux, which Delphi
seems to be, makes that puzzle pointless.
Therefore, the symbolism behind number seven
isn’t important anymore and part of the plot
of the sixth book loses its meaning. Why was
it relevant then that young Tom Riddle would
seek Slughorn to obtain information about the
practice of splitting one’s soul?
But even if Delphi being a Horcrux would discard
everything the sixth book, that fact that she
could be a proper one would actually expand the
knowledge on the Dark Art of making horcruxes.
Rowling mentioned this topic several times
but she never specified the exact steps into
how wizards and witches split their souls and
“deposit” one of these parts in another object.
“I see it as a series of things you would have to
do. So you would have to perform a spell. But
you would also-- I don’t even know if I want to
say it out loud, I know that sounds funny. But I
did really think it through. There are two things
that I think are too horrible, actually, to go into
detail about” she said, referring to the creation
of a Horcrux and also about how Pettigrew
brought Voldemort back into a body, and then
she adds: “Because Voldemort never went
through the grotesque process that I imagined
[he] creates a Horcrux with Harry”, making it
clear that the process is not something that she
feels comfortable talking about.
What happened that made Delphi an unexpected
Horcrux? One theory is that Voldemort raped
Bellatrix - an act against nature that ripped
the unestable portion of soul that remained in
Voldemort’s body at that moment. In this way, it
is clear that Delphi is a Horcrux by accident, it
was not in Voldemort’s thoughts to make more
than six Horcruxes. Therefore, the creation of
Delphi was not planned, and we can consider
her creation to be in circumstances similar
to Harry’s. It would not be absurd to suppose
that the act against nature that caused another
rupture in the soul of Voldemort and created
the eighth Horcrux was a rape against Bellatrix
Lestrange.

Maybe Harry saying that “Delphi is the Ultimate
Horcrux” was not literal and just a way to describe
the last obstacle to finally destroy Voldemort.
That’s our hope - but in case he was being literal
and Delphi has a piece of Voldemort’s soul inside
her, let’s take it as a new possibility to continue
investigating and theorizing about the not-yetresolved questions from the series.
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ILLUSTRATED GOBLET
Jim Kay already started to work on the fourth
illustrated installment of the Harry Potter
series that will be published by Bloomsbury in
the United Kingdom and by Scholastic in the
United States of America. The British publisher
said that the book was going to be released
in “Autumn 2019”, but an official date wasn’t
revealed yet.
Kay worked on the previous three books and
is already working on “Harry Potter and the
Goblet of Fire”. Bloomsbury wants him to be
focused 100% on this - that’s one of the reasons
why he was not appointed to work on any of the
illustrated editions of the companion books,
Fantastic Beasts and Where to Find Them
(published last year), The Tales of Beedle the
Bard (published this year), and the upcoming
Quidditch Through the Ages (to be published
next year). It is understandable though since
Goblet of Fire is a complicated book to illustrate.
What scenes are going to be included? And the
question that many fans are asking is, how many
illustrations will this edition have?
Let’s recap: Harry Potter and the Philosopher’s
Stone and Harry Potter and the Chamber of
Secrets had 115 drawings each. Harry Potter
and the Prisoner of Azkaban had between 120
and 130 illustrations. Considering the lengths of
these books, each one had approximately 6 or
7 pictures per chapter. If we keep this pattern
for the fourth book, which has 37 chapters, it

will have more than 220 illustrations. It sounds
a lot of work for Jim Kay, who has kindly shared
a photo where we can see what the planning of
his work looks like.
The image shows a grid, where each chapter is a
row, and for each one he describes the possible
scenes he is considering. For example, for
chapter 19 “The Hungarian Horntail”, he marked
“Hogsmeade”, “Harry under Invis. Cloak”, “Harry
--- Hermione?” and “Dragons”, among others
that are hard to read. For the previous one,
The Weighing of the Wands (Chapter 18th),
he detailed “Walk around the lake”, “Owlery
(landscape view)”, “Harry’s worsts days at
Hogwarts” and “Cedric”, although there are at
least four more possible illustrations that are
illegible in the photo.
If we think that Jim is going to create all the
illustrations mentioned in his plan, it looks like
the fourth novel is going to have the same (or
more) number of drawings per chapter as the
previous ones. This makes sense considering
he is taking two years to work on this book
and since the number of images has duplicated
since the past books. The problem, in this case,
will be on Bloomsburys and Scholastic’s hands.
They will have to typeset this book without
transforming it into a monster of a few kilograms
that is not only impossible to transport or hold,
but also very expensive to produce and sell. It
is possible then that Kay will develop mostly
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small vignettes that can be added next to the Although this image doesn’t confirm anything, I
text or in the background, without the need of personally believe we are going to have a huge
full pages that take much space.
Goblet of Fire edition with the same ratio of
illustrations and texts. If not, what’s the purpose
Notice in the image the way Jim Kay takes notes: of releasing these new editions? Let us know
it seems that for some scenes he adds a small what you think on Twitter and Facebook.
post-it index flag to mark the type of scene he
has in mind - then he adds another index (of the
same color) in the copy of the book he is reading
as reference.
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VAULT IS THE NEW CASE

NEW CASE

MinaLima, the studio behind the designs used in revealed the cover of the “Fantastic Beasts: The
the Harry Potter and Fantastic Beasts films, has Crimes of Grindelwald - Original Screenplay”,
but also the one belonging
to “The Archive of Magic:
Explore the Film Wizardry of
Fantastic Beasts: The Crimes of
Grindelwald”. This one is similar
to the one called “The Case of
Beasts”, published for the first
film, not only on the contents,
but on the concept that it shows
on its design.
The description of the book
in different websites that are
already accepting pre-orders
(even on the e-commerce of
MinaLima) says “this magnificent
book is modelled after a special
item from the movie”, which
allows us to theorize about what
the cover design is. Luckily for
us, one of the first stills of the
film that was released months
ago showed Newt and Tina on a
wall full of these “items”.
As you can see on the photo,
Newt and his future wife are
against a wall of what looks like
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bank vaults, each one with its own number. The
cover of the tie-in book mimics this design - it
even has its own number, 2703, which although
it isn’t shown in the promotional photo, it could
have a meaning for the plot of the movie. Could
it be related to something that Nicolas Flamel
is hiding? It wouldn’t be the first time the
alchemist uses bank vaults to hide something.

What is clear from this is that this vault could be
as important as the case was for the first film,
since it was the item chosen by MinaLima to be
used as the concept for the main book of the
second installment in the Fantastic Beasts film
series.
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J.K ROWLING THROUGH THE AGES OLD INTERVIEWS WITH J.K. ROWLING.

FROM MR DARCY TO HARRY

POTTER BY WAY OF LOLITA
This is a transcript of Jo’s statements for a BBC
Radio 4 show about famous people and their The first of my chosen books is the famous
story of the six Bastable children, who set out
favorite books.
to restore the “fallen fortunes” of their house:
I was a squat, bespectacled child who lived The Story Of The Treasure Seekers by E Nesbit.
mainly in books and daydreams. I used to come I think I identify with E Nesbit more than any
out of the clouds periodically to invent games, other writer. She said that, by some lucky
bully my sister when she didn’t play them to my chance, she remembered exactly how she felt
liking, and draw pictures - but mostly I read and thought as a child, and I think you could
and, from quite an early age, wrote my own make a good case, with this book as Exhibit A, for
stories. There were always plenty of books in prohibition of all children’s literature by anyone
our house, because my mother was a passionate who can not remember exactly how it felt to be
a child. Nesbit churned out slight, conventional
bibliophile.
children’s stories for 20 years to support her
I had huge difficulty selecting my favourite family before producing The Treasure Seekers
books; the list changes daily. It’s been a revealing at the age of 40.
exercise. Looking down my list, it struck me that
all of my chosen stories are about love in some of It is the voice of Oswald, the narrator, that makes
its myriad forms: romantic, fraternal, perverse, the novel such a tour de force. I love his valiant
unrequited, frustrated, self-sacrificing and attempts at humility while bursting with pride
destructive. The other thing that struck me was at his own ingenuity and integrity, his mixture of
that three of my chosen passages feature large pomposity and naivete, his earnestness and his
families or individual members of large families. advice on writing a book. According to Oswald,
a good way to finish a chapter is to say: “But
I have always been drawn to the idea of large that is another story.” He says he stole the trick
families, even as a child; perhaps I wanted more from a writer called Kipling.
siblings to boss around, or wanted to escape
into a corner to daydream without being Escape from poverty forms the backdrop of my
missed as easily. I’ve devoured biographies of second chosen book, too, though this is not a
the Kennedy and Mitford families for years, and childhood favourite, but a novel I read for the
one of my best friends is the oldest of 12, so I’m first time last year: I Capture The Castle by Dodi
well aware that life in a large clan is not without Smith. I was on tour in America last autumn,
its drawbacks. Nevertheless, the Harry Potter and after one mammoth signing a friendly
books were my chance to create my own, ideal bookseller handed me a copy and told me she
big family, and my hero is never happier than knew I would love it. She was quite right. It
immediately became one of my favourite novels
when holidaying with the seven Weasleys.
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J.K ROWLING THROUGH THE AGES OLD INTERVIEWS WITH J.K. ROWLING.
of all time, and I was very annoyed that nobody people gained a familiarity with one’s favourite
had ever told me about it before.
books. It gave one a curious feeling; like seeing
a drunken stranger wrapped in one’s dressing
Once again, it is the voice of the narrator, in gown.”
this case 17-year- old Cassandra Mortmain,
which makes a masterpiece out of an old I re-read Austen’s novels in rotation - I’ve just
plot. Cassandra, her older sister Rose and her started Mansfield Park again. I could have
younger brother Thomas are living in poverty chosen any number of passages from each of
even more abject than the Bastables, in a her novels, but I finally settled on Emma, which
broken- down castle. Their father, the author is the most skilfully managed mystery I’ve ever
of an experimental and mildly successful novel, read and has the merit of having a heroine who
has since written nothing at all, and sits alone annoys me because she is in some ways so
in a tower most of the time reading detective like me. I must have read it at least 20 times,
novels from the village library.
always wondering how I could have missed the
glaringly obvious fact that Frank Churchill and
The shadowy presence of the depressed and Jane Fairfax were engaged all along. But I did
apathetic Mortmain hangs over the castle, but miss it, and I’ve yet to meet a person who didn’t,
it is the women who dominate the book. Clever, and I have never set up a surprise ending in a
perceptive Cassandra, who tells the story Harry Potter book without knowing I can never,
through her journal; sulky, dissatisfied Rose, and will never, do it anywhere near as well as
a beauty without Cassandra’s brains, whose Austen did in Emma.
only escape, as she sees it, is marriage to a rich
man; and the immortal Topaz, their young and You can read the full transcription - and many
beautiful stepmother, a hippy well before her more - in Accio Quote (www.accio-quote.org),
time, who enjoys naked hilltop dancing, baking “The Largest Archive of J.K. Rowling quotes on
and playing the lute.
the web”
THE question you are most frequently asked
as an author is: “Where do you get your ideas
from?” I find it very frustrating because,
speaking personally, I haven’t got the faintest
idea where my ideas come from, or how my
imagination works. I’m just grateful that it does,
because it gives me more entertainment than it
gives anyone else.
My favourite writer of all time is Jane Austen.
I’m excruciating company when watching
a Jane Austen television or film adaptation
because I writhe with irritation whenever I
see a large, florid actor playing Mr Woodhouse
- or Mr Darcy taking a gratuitous dip because
apparently he isn’t sexy enough without a wet
shirt. My attitude to Jane Austen is accurately
summed up by that wonderful line from Cold
Comfort Farm: “One of the disadvantages of
almost universal education was that all kinds of
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EDITIONS

This is a list of the Harry Potter / J.K. Rowling books that are going to be published in the
following months. Some of the dates are not yet confirmed, as well as some of the covers
which are not final.

The Tales of Beedle the Bard
Illustrated Edition
October 2nd, 2018
Bloomsbury (United Kingdom)
Hardcover

Lethal White
[No date yet]
Little, Brown and Co. (United Kingdom)
Hardcover
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UPCOMING EDITIONS

The Harry Potter series (the seven books)
June 26th, 2018
Scholastic (United States)
Paperback

Harry Potter Boxed Set - Collector’s Edition
August 28th, 2018
Scholastic (United States)
Hardcover

Harry Potter and the Chamber of Secrets
20th Anniversary Edition
(Multiple Houses)
June 26th, 2018
Bloomsbury (United Kingdom)
Hardcover

Harry Potter and the Chamber of Secrets
20th Anniversary Edition
(Multiple Houses)
June 26th, 2018
Bloomsbury (United Kingdom)
Paperback

Blue moon by Valerii Siserg

